Can the traditional and the modern live happily side by side? A thriving culinary climate proves it can. / BY DEBORAH GROSSMAN

albuquerque brings to mind hot-air balloon festivals and nostalgic drives down Route 66. Before these pastimes appeared, traders and farmers settled in the area for agricultural pursuits. Later, workers arrived to build railroads and conduct research at Sandia National Laboratories and the University of New Mexico. Meanwhile, Santa Fe developed into a tourist and upscale-dining mecca. But now the Albuquerque area boasts a range of visitor activities and a bustling food and beverage scene.

At Los Poblanos Historic Inn and Organic Farm located a few miles from downtown Albuquerque, executive chef Jonathan Perno takes a broad view of the area’s culinary offerings. “We have coined the term ‘Rio Grande Valley Cuisine,’ which best represents our style of food. It’s not ‘Southwestern’ or ‘New Mexican’ food, although we feature many native ingredients like green and red chiles, native beans and corn,” says Perno.

Even McDonald’s menus the area’s culinary history with green chile burgers. Traditional dishes such as blue corn pancakes, bolitos and roasted green chile stew highlight the Native American, Mexican and Spanish influences on Albuquerque cuisine. Yet modern touches, from foie gras confit au torchon to pistachio-crusted vegetarian steak, appear on the area’s menus.

The Spanish-influenced food at Lucia in the downtown Hotel Andaluz highlights paella Valenciana as a featured starter. But one of the most popular lunch sandwiches is the grilled Burque turkey sandwich. “We native folks call the city ‘Burque,’” says Hotel Andaluz executive chef Mike Von Blomberg. “We layer the turkey with local basil/goat cheese spread, spinach and green chile aioli.”

green or red?

Any discussion of the heritage of New Mexican cuisine boils down to green chile, the state’s unique contribution to spicy food. Not widely distributed outside New Mexico, the aroma of roasting Hatch chiles at harvest time draws tourists and locals alike to the Downtown Growers Market and local stores to purchase the peppers. The epicenter for the harvest of the mild-to-hot green Sandia chile, aka the Hatch chile, is the Southern New Mexico town of Hatch and the surrounding valley.
CENTURIES AGO, NATIVE AMERICAN INDIANS WERE COOKING WITH THE THREE SISTERS: CORN, BEANS AND SQUASH. THE NAVAO AND APACHE PLANTED THE SISTERS TOGETHER TO HARNES A NATURAL, BENEFICIAL ENVIRONMENT. BEANS GROW THE TALL CORN STALKS WHILE THE SQUASH PLANTS SERVED AS GROUND COVER TO KEEP WATER FROM EVAPORATING FROM THE DRY SOIL.

“FOOD ON THE NEW MEXICO PUEBLOS WAS AN ORIGINAL FUSION CUISINE,” SAYS MIKE IANNONE, FOOD AND BEVERAGE DIRECTOR AT THE INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER IN ALBUQUERQUE. “THE MEXICANS BROUGHT IN THEIR TRIBAL FOOD, AND THEN THE SPANISH ARRIVED.”

IANNONE AND HIS STAFF HELP PRESERVE PUEBLO CULINARY TRADITIONS FOR INDIAN TRIBAL EVENTS AND FEAST DAYS, SCHOOLCHILDREN AND THE PUBLIC AT THE INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER. THE CENTER’S PUEBLO HARVEST CAFE & BAKERY SERVES INDIAN TOAST MADE WITH HOUSEMADE OVEN BREAD AND GREEN CHILE/PINION BUTTER. OVEN BREAD, explains Iannone, came to Indian culture from the Spanish, who learned the technique from the Moors. The cafe’s dinner menu includes such specialties as elk tenderloin with blue corn/green chile pancakes, and Tewa taco, a ground beef and bean mix served on pueblo-style fry bread.


“I LIVE DOWNTOWN AND PASS THE MARKET ON THE WAY TO WORK. I’LL STOP AND BUY WHAT’S FRESH FOR LUCIA,” SAYS VON BLOMBERG. HE MAKES TRI-SQUASH RISOTTO DURING THE SEASON AND ENTREES SUCH AS SMOKED NEW MEXICO BEEF FILET WITH SPANISH SHERRY JUS. GREEN CHILE STEW WITH LOCAL PORK LOIN IS ALWAYS ON THE MENU.

REGIONAL CUISINE AT HOME IN ALBUQUERQUE

HERITAGE COOKING

THE 20-ROOM LOS POBLANOS INN’S PROPERTY INCLUDES A 25-ACRE WORKING ORGANIC FARM THAT PARTICIPATES IN THE ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE (CSA) FRESH PRODUCE PROGRAM. THE FARM ALSO SUPPLIES THE KITCHEN WITH ORGANIC TEPARY BEANS THAT ARE NATIVE TO THE INDIAN PUEBLOS, CARDOONS, FIGS, PARSLEY ROOTS, BEETS, JUZUBE DATES, EPAZOTE, MUSHROOMS AND OTHER PRODUCE.

Perno makes full use of the farm’s eggs, pork and honey in dishes such as pork belly, beets with green chile, toasted coriander and New Mexico chevre. He also serves a heritage New Mexican dish rarely seen on menus: chile bolitos—pork and beef meatballs with chile, currants, Mexican pecans, cinnamon and fresh herbs, dipped in egg batter, fried, and served with caramel dipping sauce.


THE ALBUQUERQUE WINE TRAIL

WITH VINEYARDS first planted in 1629, NEW MEXICO claiming heritage as the birthplace of American winemaking. THE HOT, SUNNY DAYS AND COOL, HIGH-DESERT NIGHTS ENABLE GRAPE TO THRIVE ALONG THE RIO GRANDE AND IN SOUTHERN AREAS OF THE STATE. CATHOLIC MONKS CHOSE AN INDIAN PUEBLO IN SOUTHERN NEW MEXICO TO PLANT MISSION GRAPE, THE SAME VINES LATER BROUGHT TO CALIFORNIA. IN 1880, NEW MEXICO WAS A LEADING WINE PRODUCER, BUT PRODUCTION DROPPED DRASTICALLY OVER THE NEXT CENTURY. ABO 30 YEARS AGO, WINE MAKERS REDISCOVERED THE TERROIR AND PLANTED NEW VINEYARDS.

JOHN CALVIN, A DESCENDANT OF THE 16TH CENTURY JOHN CALVIN WHO INFLUENCED RELIGIOUS HISTORY, HAS IMPACTED THE TURNAROUND OF NEW MEXICAN WINE HISTORY. HE ESTABLISHED CASA RONDEÑA WINERY IN 2005 AND BELIEVES THAT THE STATE IS CAPABLE OF MAKING QUALITY WINE. THE WINERY, ON THE EAST SIDE OF ALBUQUERQUE, IS MARKED ON THE NEW MEXICO WINE TRAIL THAT LINKS THE STATE’S 42 WINERIES.

“THE IDEA OF MAKING WINE IN THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY WAS FASCINATING. IT IS TOO COOL TO GROW MANY RED VARIETALS, BUT WE DISCOVERED WE CAN GROW GUELZTRAMINER AND VIOGNIER WITH CHARACTER,” CALVIN SAYS. THE CASA RONDEÑA MERITAGE, A CLASSIC BORDEAUX BLEND, IS ESPECIALLY FOOD-FRIENDLY.


FIFTH-GENERATION VINTNER HERVE LESCOMBES OF DOMAINE DE PERIGNON IN FRANCE IS ANOTHER FRENCHMAN ATTRACTION TO NEW MEXICO. ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO VENUES ARE LOCATED IN ALBUQUERQUE AND THROUGHOUT THE STATE. THE COMPANY MAKES 50 WINES—Blends, single varietals and specialty bottlings—UNDER LABELS SUCH AS ST. CLAIR, BLUE TEAL AND HIGHER-END D.H. LESCOMBES. HATCH GREEN CHILE WINE, A WHITE BLEND WITH HATCH CHILES, SPICES UP THE SPECIALTY PORTFOLIO.
Though Cecilia’s Cafe is young compared with Casa de Ruiz, with just a dozen years in Albuquerque, Cecilia Baca is known for her recipe for carne adovada, chunks of pork marinated in red chile. Beans and chicharrón (fried pork rind) are served on a sopapilla or burrito. For a fun American twist, a sopapillaburger features a quarter-pound burger inside a warm tortilla.

Sadie’s opened in 1954 as a diner in an area that was then considered on the outskirts of town. Sadie’s nephew William Stafford, one of the managers, describes the food at the bustling 320-seat restaurant as Native American style with Mexican influences. To satisfy customer demand for home versions of the salsa, Sadie’s produces salsa in partnership with Hatch Chile Co.

The kitchen uses 400 pounds of hand-cut potatoes daily for the signature fried potatoes with diced onions and chiles that accompany platters. The fried sopapillas made with a masa base are known throughout the area.

El Pinto is the largest restaurant in New Mexico. With 1,200 seats in four inside dining rooms and on five outside patios, the maze of rooms is served by well-trained staff who share their passion for table-made guacamole. Twin brothers John and Jim Thomas carry on the tradition their parents started when they opened the tiny El Pinto (the spot) in 1962. The most popular entrees are green chile/chicken enchiladas and stuffed sopapillas.

Given their passion for New Mexican chiles, the twins built a plant behind the restaurant, where they roasted and peeled approximately 253 tons of chiles last year—76 tons for the restaurant and 177 tons to make the well-known El Pinto retail and foodservice green and red salsas and green chile sauce.

beer pubs
Casual dining in Albuquerque often equates to brewery dining. Some breweries, such as La Cumbre Brewing Co., serve only beer. But La Cumbre Malpais Stout, says owner Jeff Erway, is “a meal in a glass.” Brewed with seven different malts, the flavor impact is creamy and intense.

Ten miles north of town, Chama River head brewer Justin Hamilton produces award-winning brews such as 3 Dog Night porter and Rio Chama Amber Ale, a cult favorite made with a blend of pale, toasted and caramel malts.

Chama River executive chef Stephen Shook crafts a beer-friendly menu. The truffled “bleu cheese” fries and Southwest pot pie with roast chicken in green chile gravy are lunch favorites. Beer pairing dinners may include grilled buffalo meatloaf, stout-battered fish and chips, or elk steak.

IVB Canteen is the newest outpost of the nine-unit Il Vicino Wood Oven Pizza chain from Il Vicino Brewing Co. (IVB). The pub is a working brewery serving Pigtail Pilsner, Slow Down Brown ale and others. But the food is also a draw. Beer Sponge consists of two large pretzels with IVB Lusty Monk beer chipotle mustard. The Sauce Hog sandwich is slathered with IPA-infused barbecue sauce.

modern new mexican
Maxime Bouneou realized his dream of sharing his Italian heritage and culinary training by opening Torinos’ at Home in a business district of Albuquerque. The trattoria serves classic European food such as foie gras au torchon with sweet onion preserve, applewood-smoked duck breast and arugula. But Bouneou also turns a classic duck confit appetizer into a salad with spinach, hard-boiled egg, goat cheese, raspberry vinaigrette and, for a Southwestern touch, caramelized chili pecans.

Last summer, Bouneou launched a set five-course menu. But, he says, “Albuquerqueans weren’t quite ready for a prix fixe menu. Albuquerque still has a small Western town feel, and people didn’t seem to want a five-course meal. So we went back to a more traditional formula and now serve a la carte dinners with a few specials.”

Albuquerque is a food city that is constantly honoring the past and reaching for innovation. At the Hotel Andaluz, recently remodeled with historic murals intact, Von Blomberg adds a Mediterranean-Albuquerquean touch to the menu by stretching his own mozzarella and then serving it with peach marmalade and green chile salsa. At Ibiza, the hotel’s rooftop bar, he may serve gazpacho shooters with a touch of watermelon sweetness in cucumber cups. In the fine-dining Lucia, he menus dishes such as New Mexico flat iron steak with sweet potato fries and pickled peppers in a balsamic steak sauce.

For dessert, Von Blomberg lists orange/chocolate/caramel flan served in a martini glass, but, he adds, “We don’t normally make green chile ice cream. Our visitors from around the world may not know it. But we may put it on the menu as a special, because our locals enjoy it. Chile is what we’re about.”

Deborah Grossman is a San Francisco Bay Area journalist who writes about people, places and products that impact the food-and-wine world.